Thank you for supporting DEF CON 20 (Safe Word) at DEF CON. We are hackers, not hierarchies, professionals, and we are here because we want to feed our souls, not necessary our pockets.

The theme this year is “Disconnected” and I hope we re-connect with each other, learn some new skills, and get inspired to hack smarter.

You are part of DEF CON history now, our first on-line CON. Coming to us in 90’s at DEFCON, we are getting this diverse villages, meetings, contacts, and artists together for a first CONVENTION. They may be dorky, strange, and messy. We appreciate you joining us and we’ll see you in Las Vegas in 2021.

Thank you.
The Dark Tangent

Welcome, Hackers.

Every one of us is, in the cosmic perspective, precious. If a human disagrees with you, let him live. In a hundred billion galaxies, you will not find another.

-Carl Sagan

Get Involved With DEF CON!

www.defcon.org
www.facebook.com/defcon
www.twitter.com/defcon

Download and Share DEF CON content:

Venafi.com/mydefcon

Online Repository of hacker CONs:

www.hackercon.com
TRACK LISTING:

SIDE A

LOVEPROMISE
DEECH
SUBSTITUTION CEMETERY
TROUBLE - ARCHNEMY
IMPORT LIFE - BASH EXPLODE

SIDE B

MISSINCOMPLETE
THE UNDERGROUND - PRONOUNCE
INFINITE ABSENCE - ZETTLER ECCENTRIC EXPERIENCE
MASSIVE INFECTION - FHM
EXECUTED IN DARK - OWE-1

CHEEF ICE CREAM TRACK V1 - 2 DIMENSIONS
GRAVITY OILVE - ATROCITY CORRUPTION
YENS - DISINTERRED
FLOATING POINT - THE ALGORITHM
AFLF PICKET OR - DUAL CORE
EFICON'S CANCER - SORCERY AND BELUGA

LIMER NOTES

PRODUCED BY DJDEEF AND THE DEF CON 29 ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT DEPARTMENT.
DEF CON ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT DEPARTMENT HEAD: CHRISSM.
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: THE DARK TAVIN & JEFF WOOS.

DJDEEF WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL THE ARTISTS AND BANDS WHO GRACIOUSLY
DONATED THEIR TIME AND TALENT TO PRODUCE THESE 36 TRACKS FOR EVERYONE'S
REVELATION.
The DEF CON 29 ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT TEAM:

CHRISSM
GREAT SCOTT
KROOKTUNK
DASDARK
ZIFZUL

HOW TO SAFE MODE:

BEFORE GET READY FOR THE EXPERIMENT GET INVOLVED IN THE FORUMS DISCUSSION GRILL.
CREATE A VOUCHER ACCOUNT. CONSIDER CREATING A TWITTER ACCOUNT.
CHECK DEF CON FOR UPDATES AND GUIDES ON HOW TO PARTICIPATE.

AUGUST 2019 WE WILL OPEN DISCUSSION DISCUSS CON FOR PEOPLE TO GET FAMILIAR.

August 8 SAFE MODE KICKS LIVE
FULL SCHEDULE OF DEF CON SAFE MODE EVENTS WILL BE POSTED ON:

WEB: DEFCON.ORG
PHM: DEFCON.ORG
FACEBOOK: DEFCON
TWITTER: @DEFCON

DEF CON WANTS TO THANK:

EVERY DEF CON TAKES A LOT OF GREAT PEOPLE TO BRING TO LIFE.
AND WE WANT TO THANK THEM. THANKS FIRST TO ALL THE GOONS
FOR BEING THE CORE OF DEF CON. THANKS TO CAESARS FOR
THANKS TO THE VILLAGE, CONTEST, EVENTS, AND DEMO LABS
TEAMS FOR REINVENTING THEIR OFFERINGS ON THE FLY
FOR THIS NEW MEDIUM.

ONE MORE THANK YOU:

THANKS MOST OF ALL TO YOU FOR TAKING THIS LEAP OF FAITH WITH US.
WE LIKE TO THINK THAT WE'VE GOTTEN PRETTY GOOD AT THROWING A PARTY
IN MEATSPACE AFTER A FEW DECADES. BUT THIS HAS BEEN A REAL, LEARNED
EXPERIENCE, AND THERE WILL BE MISTAKES. THE DEF CON HACKER COMMUNITY
IS A CONSTANT SOURCE OF INSPIRATION, AND YOUR WILLINGNESS
TO ATTEMPT THE EPIC EVEN WITHOUT ALL THE TOOLS AND SAFETY GEAR
IS WHAT CONVINCED US WE COULD DO THIS.

DEF CON LOVES YOU.